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Many of the letterforms we use today are inherited from the 
Greeks, who substantially evolved their design by the sixth cen
tury B.C. With those alphabetical signs of Greek antiquity the 
letterforms in which this article is printed have a direct relation
ship across twenty-six centuries: like them they lack serifs. 

These terminal strokes have not been found in any classical 
inscription earlier than the fourth century B.C. During the three 
hundred years that followed, the seriffed letter gradually pene
trated formal writing and chiselled text until by the period of 
the Roman Empire it was supreme; and so it has remained. In 
consequence, although after the invention of printing Greek 
unseriffed type faces were cut - in the lower case only - it 
occurred to no one to cut an unseriffed Roman alphabet in 
either case until the end of the first French Empire. 

In 1816 Napoleon was consigned to oblivion on the island 
of St. Helena. Yet he left to Europe a rich legacy of ideas 
deriving from the dream of Asian conquest that in 1799 had 
languished in the desert sands of Egypt. Inspired by him the 
twenty folio volumes of Description de /'Egypte (Paris, 1809-
25) revealed to his generation the imperial culture of a hitherto 
obscure past. The vogue for the massive rectangle, so indelible 
a memory for the campaigners of 1798-99, spread from the 
desert bivouacs to Paris and from Paris to the rest of Europe. 
The ponderous solidity of the Pharaonic tombs, the top-heavy 
colonnades, the emphasis upon the straight line, vertical or 
horizontal, in the pylons and the hieratic inscriptions, these 
features were reproduced with enthusiasm. 

The lesser arts, like the greater, felt the impact, and the 
Emperor's worship of things Egyptian had implications for 
typography. In that same year of 1816 a London typefounder 
cut a single size, 2-line English (about 28 point) of an un
seriffed capital with strokes of even weight. The name 
Egyptian that William Caslon IV gave to his new design 
echoed the declaration of the illustrious exile on St. Helena: 
"Egypt is the most important country in the world". 

Today in the minikin world of sans serif typography it is 
Switzerl and th at is th e most important country. Littl e ov er 150 
years since the rebirth of the unseriffed letterform it has become 
a serious competitor to the seriffed. So far, the book typo
graphers have remained indifferent to sans serif, although in the 
last few years one or two books , usually on architectural sub-

jects, have crept into the Best Books selected in Europe or in 
America . In periodicals sans serif is already obligatory for 
headings in magazines wishing to appear smart and up-to -the
minute, and in Zurich - which is important, because what 
Zurich typographers do is quickly imitated in Britain, West 
Germany and the United States - the text of Neue Graphik has 
since 1958 been set in unseriffed type. In advertising this style 
of letter is preferred for products from the most feminine and 
fragile to the rugged and homely or the "modern" , and in some 
Swiss magazines there will be no seriffed type at all in the 
advertising columns. Script types, which we have had since 
the sixteenth century, and slab serifs, which were invented in 
1815 and are contemporary with sans serifs, have never been 
honoured with the claim made for the sans form by the typo
graphical avant garde: that this is the all-purpose letterform. 

Before 1816 there had been no obvious use in print for an 
unseriffed design. The discovery, as in effect it was, of the 
ancient Egyptian and - to a lesser extent - of the Greek 
cultures came at a time when the European printers, who had 
had roman type since 1465 and italic since 1500 , were eager 
for a bold more satisfactory than the blackletter and allied 
designs upon which they had hitherto relied. The problem was 
most acute in England, because the Industrial Revolution had 
created a new public for the products of the printing press. The 
improvement of the press itself, powered by steam in 1814, 
extended the market for printed matter to limits set only by the 
ability to read. This extension affected all branches of the trade, 
books, newspapers and jobbing, but the printers were least 
well equipped to handle jobbing. Its display was in a primitive 
state, inspired chiefly by the display of the copperplate en
gravers, who for a hundred years had served the classes that 
were educated, rich and leisured. For the new markets a simpler, 
even a coarser, style was necessary. 

After 1800 the London jobbing printers found what they 
needed in the "fat faces" developed by the English typefounder, 
Robert Thorne, from Continental designs . The fat faces were 
bigg er and bold er and black er than any design that had yet 
appeared in England or abroad. Assaulting the reader's eye and 
battering at his attention, they flooded the cases of the early 
nineteenth-century printers and for twenty years dominated all 
specimen books. 



A typical fat face of the 1820s {Thorowgood, 1825) 

The first sans serif 
Interest in ancient cultures transformed this letter. The fat 
faces partly inspired both the slab serif and the sans serif, for 
the simple, unbracketed, hairline serifs of Thorn e's design could 
either be emphasized or eliminated. Vincent Figgins, another 
London typefounder, performed the first operation, when he 
showed in his specimen book of 1815 four sizes (5 - line pica to 
2-line nonpareil) of the first slab-serif face. William Caslon IV 
performed the second when in 1816 he showed the first sans 
serif. His experiment was so tentative that he cut only the one 
size of 2-line English. 

CASLON JUNR 
LETTERFOUND 

The 2 line unseriffed titling cut by William Caslon IV (1816) 

The two operations appear to have been performed in
dependently . Caslon's letter is not that of Figgins with the slab 
serifs "knocked off". The R of Figgins was curly-tailed , as it 
was in the fat faces: Caslon's R had a straight tail. The Caslon 
sans serif was not without a hint - but no more than a hint - of 
Trajan. It was straightforward, logical, legible. But to the eyes of 
Caslon's contemporaries the new design had been cut in too 
small a size to rouse much interest. 

His 2 - line sans serif was modestly hidden among th e larger 
open and decorated capitals that were popular with jobbing 
printers. The inconspicuous position suggests that Caslon him
self did not see how his invention could become the effective 
rival of the fat faces. Because size and weight were the criteria 
of the new jobbing printing intended for the "masses" the 
Caslon design was ignored and the slab serifs of Figgins 
marched ponderously after th e fat faces in the specimen books 
of the 1820s . The name commonly given to th e Figgins design 

DURABLE 
Ar antique t l"Jy Vin re Pt Figg ins (183 5) 

was Antique, but the slab serifs also became known as 
Egyptians. In 1824 John Johnson noted in his Typograp hia 
(ii, 10) that they were "all the rage ... particularly in placards, 
jobs, etc.". 

Thus, by 1832 the energetic Figgins was devoting more th an 
twenty pages of his slim specimen books to antique foun ts, 
which included lower-case letters and numerals. This develop
ment of the antiques was general in the trade. It was logical to 
assume that if a 5-line pica letter could catch a printer 's eye, a 
25-line pica letter would capture the attention of a layman. 
however uncertain his command of the ABC . 

Sans serif in the 1830s 
In 1832 Figgins had only three sizes of sans serif. which in 
that year he showed for the first time. The 2-line great primer 
(about 36 point), which received the most generous displ ay, 
was inferior aesthetically to Caslon's design. S was particula rly 
crude and though R had a straight tail the letter lacked t he 
proportion of the Caslon R. Figgins however understood , as 

RESERVE 
A sans serif cut by Vincent Figgins (1832) 

William Caslon had not, that a 20- or 25-line pica sans serif 
could be as bold and black as any fat or slab-serif letter. With in 
a year he had expanded his range to ten sizes. Soon he had 
added an open and a condensed. He was cutting with such 
speed that the main series of ten sizes was an agglomeration of 
weights and measures: some were markedly condensed, oth ers 
were notably wide or strikingly bold . It was not until the end of 
the 1840s, when the popularity of sans serif capitals was 
established , that he began to set his founts in proper order and 
to evolve the distinct series shown in his books as Sans Serif 3, 
4 and 5. 

Caslon & Livermore (no connexion with William Caslon IV) 
also showed in 1832 a sans serif which they named Condens ed 
of which they had a 25 -l ine pica size. Later they cut oth er 
weights to which they gave the name Doric. Hard on th eir 
heels was a third London typefounder, William Thorowgood : 
his design was shown for the first time in a supplement to his 
1832 specimen book. He adopted the name Grotesque, which 
has since become current for the unseriffed design owing to 
Continental usage. William Caslon IV never drew profit from 
the letter he invented . His business was sold in 1819 to Blake, 
Garnett & Co. (later Stephenson & Blake), who thus secured 
the 2 - line English size. They showed it in their specimen book 
of 1819, in the same inconspicuous position that it had occu
pied three years before, but they did not develop the design . By 
1833 they had cut two sizes of a design which they named 
Sans Surryphs, a euphonious label that they later abandoned 
for Grotesque. 

By the 1850s the English printing trade had accepted that 
th e sans serifs were of greater merit for aggressive advertising 
th an the fat faces. There w as as yet no name generally 
accepted for these letters without serifs, though the term 



Grotesque introduced by Thorowgood stood a good chance of 
survival. 

These letters without serifs that were being cut so lavishly in 
England were capitals; and capitals in display sizes, exploiting 
the black ness of a monoline letter. The design was found to be 
as capable of bold display as the slab serif, with the advantage 
that the absence of serifs permitted greater economy in setting. 
Thorowg ood's 7-line Grotesque, for instance, was a condensed 
bold, and the name adopted by Caslon & Livermore, Con
densed, was significant. 

The lower case 
The development of a lower-case unseriffed letter was slow. 
In the early years Thorowgood was the only typefounder to 
venture on a single size, 7-line pica . This was shown in 1835 

A tower-case sans serif (Thorowgood, 1835) 

as "c ommunicate", in 1848 as "communion" and in 1868 as 
"c ommon". The root emphasized the design faults, for when 
his heavy, black m, n, u and i stood together, almost devoid 
of coun ter, they were as illegible as a condensed black-letter. 

The upper-case sans serif was monoline, or virtually so; but 
the greater number of curved elements in the lower case made 
variation in the width of line apparently essential. In the lower 
case of the antiques, which were early cut , ball terminals were 
intro duced (for instance, on r) as well as lines of varied width. 
Thorowgood'ssans serif lowercase showed a rudimentary vari
ation of width, but at the time he may have seemed successfully 
to have demonstrated that the lower-case sans serif could not 
be made legible . 

In 1870 the Figgins foundry produced an Italic Sans Serif (so 
named). This was not a true unseriffed design since the end of 

HENDERSON'S MEMORIES 
Handsomely Engraved 

A so-called Italic Sans Serif (Figgins, 1870) 

the strokes was slightly strengthened, a neat piece of punch
cutting. The influence of this design may be seen in both the 
italic and the roman Grotesque lower case produced by Reed & 

Fox (formerly Thorowgood) in 1873. There is a sprightliness in 
cutting, for instance in C, g and g, that could derive from study 
of the Figgins 1870 specimen book. Stephenson & Blake were 
similarly inspired when they cut an italic sans serif in 1876 and 
a roman in 1887. 

The firm of Figgins did not cut a lower-case roman sans serif 
until the specimen books of other founders were full of their 
pseudo-sans serif . In January 1889 they issued a booklet the 

BIRMINGHAM MERCANTILE REGISTER 

Recently Circulated Numerous Handsome Designs 

NORTHAMPTON and HUNTINGDON 

Monthly Reports are now published, Cloth, 36s . 

Upper- and lower-case unseriffed roman (Figgins, 1889) 

first page of which showed their newest design, a true unserif
fed lower case. Thereafter, sans serif in both capitals and lower 
case was an indispensable feature of all British specimen books. 

On the Continent 
The demands on English jobbing printers were stimulated by 
the Industrial Revolution. The rest of Europe lagged behind 
this country and the career of the unseriffed letter was different. 
In France, where the influence of the ancient cultures was so 
strong, there was little enthusiasm for sans serif. In 1837, five 
years after the English founders had shown their varied sizes, 
Bertrand Loeillet of Paris in his Premiere Serie des Caracteres 
maigres showed ten sizes of a condensed sans serif capital of 
which the largest was only corps 28. M. Thibaudeau in La 
Lettre d'/mprimerie (Paris, 1921) has suggested that the sans 
serif design appeared in France during the First Empire. But if 
Loeillet was a typical founder, the French were behind the 
English in the development of the face, nor, with their prefer
ence for light condensed letters, was their object that of the 
London founders . 

Germany was eager to experiment with any design more 
legible in the upper case than Fraktur: .there , the Grotesk
schriften thrived. As early as 1825, according to one authority, 
J. G. Schelter of Leipzig had produced a skeletal and con
densed sans serif, lower case as well as upper, in seven sizes, 

venezianiscner 
Portratma erei 

German light condensed 
sans serif 
(Schelter & G,esecke, 
? c.1825) 

10 to 48 point . In 1830 this firm held a bold upper-and lower
case roman in fifteen sizes, and by 1850 had added a con
densed in no less than nineteen sizes, of which three included 



a choice of body size. Steinschrift, as the design was named, 
was obviously intended for text setting rather than for eye
catching display. During the same period the firm developed an 
italic condensed in nine sizes, an inclined unseriffed letter. 
This was probably cut about 1840, and thus precedes the 
Figgins pseudo-italic of 1870. 

In the nineteenth century Schelter & Giesecke kept the lead 
in German sans serif design, but at the end of the sixth decade 
the Bauersche Giesserei, D. Stempel A.G. and J. John Sohne, 
the two first at Frankfurt and the third at Hamburg, held 
Groteskschriften in a great range of sizes, the designs some
times including the g with the completed lower bowl. 

Transatlantic gothics 
In America interest in the unseriffed design accelerated after 
a slow start. In 1837 the Boston Type and Stereotype Foundry 
showed five sizes of Gothic, an unseriffed upper case. In 1853 
George Bruce of the New York Type Foundry showed three 

MARCHES 
American Gothic upper case (George Bruce , 1853) 

designs called Gothi c ; light, mediu m and conden sed, ranging 
from nonpareil light to 12 - line pica condens ed. Only the 
medium series lacked a lower case. An undated, pre-1877 
specimen book from the Cincinnati Type Foundry showed a 
Gothic in nine sizes, a condensed Gothic in seven, and three 
sizes of Gothi c condensed lower case, 6-, 8- and 12 - line pica . 
The Americans , like the Germans, had not the strong preference 
of the British for a large, black display letter. 

Like Figg ins, George Bruce of New York, tog eth er with other 
American typ efounders , was much influenced by the design of 
the antiques he already stocked : the curly-tailed R of his 2-line 
great primer Gothic was taken from his antique design and 
derived ultimately from the fat faces . Similarly , he adopt ed the 
wedge -shaped foot to G. 

The appearance of an unseriff ed low er case in Germany and 
America at dates before it was cut in Britain, except in the 
Thorowgood foundry , is possibly expl ained by th e popularity 
in the last-named country of the antiques , which were well 
provided with lower case. The extra cost of buying lower case 
influ enced many newspapers to restrict themselves to unserif
fed upp er case for display when this was hand set. Secondly , 
large display letters of maximum size, w eight and blackness 
suit ed the jobbing print ers of Britain . 

Germany in the lead 
With th e turn of th e century Germany retained th e 1n1tiat1ve 
in cutting unseriffed founts. 1898 saw the appearance of 
Akzidenz (i.e . for jobbing) from Berthold ; between 190 4 and 
1907 th e Stempel foundry cut Reform in 19 w eights and three 
series, and 1907 saw also the announ cement of 14 w eights of 
Venus. The designs w ere basically akin: th ey w ere all indus 
trialized Groteskschrift en with no more aesth etic pretension 
than a steelwork s chimn ey. But th e basic letterform w as one 

that could be easily adapted to whatever weight and size w as 
required . The inspiration was nineteenth century , the curl y
tailed R, the footed G, the proportions based on the antiqu es, 
and there was often a contrast of thick and thin in lower-c ase 
letters with bowls . 

An alphabet of unseriffed capitals was the fourth design cut 
by the British Monotype Corporation, founded at the beginni ng 
of the twentieth century . They were suitable for the then un
distinguished headlines of the periodical press. As it became 
clear that letters without serifs would enjoy on the hot-met al 
composing machine the success that had been theirs in hand 
composition, further series were cut , such as 15 (1903) , 33 
(1905) , 51 (1910), and 150 (1921, 1923 -4) . Series 33 w as a 
narrower version of 15, which was a bold, as was 150. In 1926 
the Corporation cut series 215 and 216 . 

Edward Johnston 
For the first hundred years of its existence as a type design 
the career of the unseriffed letter was worthy , workaday, un
remarkable . But its status was to chang e. Just before th e first 
world w ar Edward Johnston , the British letterer and calli 
grapher , was asked by the advertising manager of the London 
Underground Railway (as it then was) to design a letter for 
transport signs and publicity that would have "the bold sim
plic ity of the authentic lettering of the finest periods" and 
which would yet belong "unmistakably to the XXth centur y". 



The letter was to be "block", a term familiar in the instructions 
on telegraph and cable forms and referring to a handwritten, 
square and unseriffed capital that was less ambiguous than 
personal scripts. The instructions given to Johnston were the 
fi rst expression in England of a doctrine that was to become 
artic ulate in Germany and Switzerland: the doctrine that a 
letterform could be of "unsere Zeit". 

In 1916, exactly a century after the appearance of the 2-line 
English of William Caslon, Johnston completed his unseriffed 
letters that were hailed as truly twentieth century. The alphabet 
was exceptionally economical of space, it was monoline, it was 
legible, and in every detail it had been debated and adjusted. 
John ston not only worked out the relationship between 
cou nter and mass, but the spacing between letters, a nicety 
unk nown to the grotesques of industrial jobbing. His alphabet, 
though used everywhere in the transport system, usually in 
cap itals, was not then cut for the printers. But that such a 
designer and such an institution should sponsor unseriffed 
letters gave them an authority they had never before attained. 

Independent of Johnston's work, which owing to the war 
did not become known in Germany until 1924 , the Germans 
were philosophizing on letters without serifs. These were 
lihed above other letterforms and charged with new signifi
cance. It was as though a minor spirit in a primitive animistic 
cul t had become the chief of a pantheon. The principal agent 
in this transformation was the Bauhaus, a training school for 
arch itects and interior decorators and furniture designers, 
wh ich was founded in 1919 by the architect Walter Gropius. 
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The strength of the Bauhaus was that it formulated a the "neue Typographie" wished to reform (1920s) 

philosophy which though not broadly based was comprehen-
sive and apparently logical. Once the typographers accepted 
the fallacy that letterform had a relationship with architecture 
and art, they found a ready-made philosophy. The basic 
principle was "functionalism" : simple, almost clinical forms, 
w ithout decoration or personality . To the typographer this 
meant a form uncluttered by serifs or variation in the width of 
stroke. The unseriffed monoline letter echoed the stripped out
line of ferro-concrete and tubular steel. 

In typography much of this theorizing was prompted by 
reaction from the German and British "free styles". These were 
nineteenth century in origin. The resources of the printer's type 
stores were recklessly plundered for every layout and the 
medley of type faces then made more elaborate with ornament. 
In architecture the Bauhaus wanted no ornament and no 
medley, and the Bauhaus typographers were in full assent. 

Instead of ornament these typographers combined type with 
illustration. The half-tone process, perfected in the 1880s, was 
by the 1920s fully developed and in general use, but little 
thought had been given to its aesthetic exploitation . The 
growth of the advertising agencies after the first world war 
was allied to an increase in illustrated publicity, much of it 

prepared by these typographers or dictated by them in ad
vanced periodicals . 

In Germany the first unseriffed face designed with post-war 
advertising in mind was Erbar, named after its originator, Jakob 
Erbar, and cut by Ludwig & Mayer of Frankfurt. Richard 
Ludwig, the then head of the firm, encouraged Erbar in a "licht 
fett" (sic) grotesque which appeared in 1924, but the main 
series belonged to 1926. Erbar himself was a typographer and 
a teacher of typography at the Cologne technical school, and 
was much influenced by the Bauhaus at Dessau. His grotesque 
was a wide, monoline letter, aesthetic rather than industrial in 
its inspiration . 

To some designers the unseriffed letter represented the 
abstraction or the pure essence of the alphabetical sign: the 
unseriffed a was the Platonic "idea" of all a's. Thus, new 
letterforms could be explored, alphabetical symbols that - in 
the manner of the Cubists - contained only one recognizable 
element . The unseriffed letter was seen as only a stage in an 
evolutionary process. Such a theory inspired Paul Renner's 
first designs for the lower case of Futura. Though these were a 



failure, they are an example of the mystique with which letters 
without serifs were enveloped. 

Renner's experiments were followed in 1927 by his success
ful Futura based on conventional forms. This was less academic 
than Johnston's but like that of Erbar it was an aesthetic sans 
serif, almost monoline , generous in width and with generous 
extruders. Its appearance ratified the interest aroused by 
Johnston's alphabet, then becoming known in Germany . The 
fervour ot'the 1840s was repeated : the leading typefounders 
and the manufacturers of hot-metal composing machines 
began to cut similar aesthetic sans serifs. Of these Erbar, 
Futura and the Kabel of Rudolf Koch, a strictly geometrical 
design, enjoyed prolonged success, and today Futura is still a 
best-selling design in Germany and America. 

Eric Gill 
The great Anglo-Saxon academic sans serif was designed by 
a practical stone-cutter who was also a philosopher: Eric Gill. 
But his philosophizing was not that of his German contem
poraries. A deeply religious man, he was antagonistic to 
industrialization in all its forms and in the Sussex village of 
Ditchling he endeavoured to practise his concept of life in a self
supporting community. In a fine example of his sculpture in the 
Palais des Nations at Geneva he has expressed the striving of 
humanity towards godliness . The stifling of personality was 
not part of his philosophy, and his letters without serifs 
differed from those of German contemporaries. They were 
derived from the alphabet of his friend and teacher , Johnston, 
but possess uniquely the quality known in other arts as "line". 
He was trained to incise an inscriptional letter to be read at a 
distance and the "bold simplicity" which Johnston had sought 
- and which is fundamental to good lettering - came more 
easily to him, perhaps, than to other designers. The first Gill 
Sans Serif was cut by The Monotype Corporation in 1927 and 
in 1963 the family contains 29 related series, not all of them, 
however , designed by Gill who died in 1940 . 

His letter was paradoxically novel and yet so conservative 
that in Germany it was given little more attention than a recut 
Fraktur. No one had thought of basing an unseriffed design on 
the Trajan or the Jenson letter; nor were they stirred to see that 
it had been done in Ditchling. The academism of the Gill Sans 
Serif was that of th e Vice-Chancellor's procession at Oxford: 
and how could such a letter be twentieth century , "unsere 
Zeit''? If more specific objection were required, th e expression 
of personality, notable in the a, g and t, cut across the clinical 
letterforms advocated by the Bauhaus typographers. 

The "new" typography 
The popularity of Kabel and Futura and the philosophical 
significance of unseriffed lett ers were confirm ed by the 
publication of Die Neue Typographie by Jan Tschi chold 
(Berlin, 1928) . The book itself was set in a light industri al 
grotesque dating from the early years of the century , which 
was praised by the author for its lack of personality . The con 
nection between sans serif and modern art was traced and 
layouts were shown that were "new " : asymmetrical , and often 
illustr ated with half-tones . 

In Europe Jan Tschichold himself renounc ed th e new 
typogr aphy, but before th en th e gosp el had spread to Am erica 
wh ere th e book w as being studi ed in 1929, wh en th e first 

announcements of Kabel appeared on that side of the Atlantic. 
The Americans, long enamoured of their Gothics , now learnt -
or thought they learnt - that these were ugly beyond belief. 
Kabel, with its high-barred A, constricted Band D, and a gun
precedented in America (though not in Germany) , was the 
pure letterform. the medium that distinguished what was 
modern and forward-looking. The impact was in some 
quarters sensational: "a glorious sunrise dispelled the cold 
grey sky that overshadowed the real modernism in typography", 
wrote one enthusiast. 

The impact in America was the stronger since during the 
1930s many of the Bauhaus followers. driven from Germany, 
sought refuge there . Others fled to Switzerl and and here also 
their Teutonic philosophy was understood. The Bauhaus 
typography was also transplanted. The Swiss had never been 
so devoted to what was black and bold as the British and, as 
the printers had been accustomed to buying from German 
founders , Kabel, Futura and Erbar were available. The excel
lence of Swiss presswork gave the maximum effect to the 
combinations of half-tone and grotesque that were fundamen
tal to the new typography ; and indeed , without this attention , 
the typography might never have become so firmly rooted. 

In other countries Kabel and Futura had a more qualified 
reception . The new typography was greedy of space, light and 
unemphatic. French printers however have always needed 
condensed faces; in Britain the need has been for bold; in 
America the newspaper display needed bold condensed . 
Attempts to extend a range of founts the basic design of which 
was geometrical were not always satisfactory ; though some. 
such as Erbar Condensed , cut for newspaper headlines, were 
deservedly popular. Whatever the faults of the old nineteenth
century industrial grotesques , they had by a routine operation 
been capable of being condensed or of being strengthened , 
and so they were not superseded . Even in 1960 The Monotype 
Corporation thought it worth while to improve a few letters in 
their admirable series 215 . a typical industrial grotesque. 

Pattern-making 
It is now a generation since the flight from the German 
Bauhaus. The all-embracing philosophy has been forgotten 
and the associated principles of typography have been 
modified. The Swiss art schools teach little history - following 
Bauhaus principle - and a considerable influ ence from the 
1930s has been Max Bill, to whom many Swiss Graphiker pay 
homage . It is relevant that Max Bill is not only a typographer 
but a distinguished architect , painter and sculptor. This ver
satility is in marked contrast to the limited interests of Johnston 
and Gill, the former a calligraph er, the latter (though a trained 
archit ect) primarily a lett ercutt er and sculptor and an engraver 
on wood for book illustration . Neith er had much interest in 
layout or any contact wh atever with advertisin g. The British 
th erefore conc entrated on th e legibl e alphabetic al symbol: this 
was paramount. The Swiss however became accustomed to 
the communication of a message in abstract patterns allied to 
those of contemporary painting and sculpture . 

For th e creation of abstract patterns the unseriffed letter is 
specifi ed : first, because th e letters have been divested of dis
tracting serifs; and secondly , because th e geometri cal rigidity 
and th e monolin e eff ect off er no disturb ance to the harmonious 
sequence of th e text. The Graphik er can use his paragraphs of 
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type in exactly the same way as he uses his half-tone blocks. 
The object of all his labour is not legibility but a subdued and 
regular pattern. 

The Swiss Graphiker is free to divorce himself from the 
problem of legibility because he is little concerned with 
extended reading matter: he is an advertising man who is also 
called in to advise on the typography of certain magazines. 

In Germany the Graphiker doctrine that sans serif is the face 
suitable for everything (in advertising) has been digested with 
less discrimination: more sans serif is seen in books and news
papers. On the other hand, possibly because of past experience 
with Fraktur, the Germans pay more regard to legibility, and 
their use of sans serif is, in general, less extreme than that of 
the country to which , as they confess, they owe so much. 

German protocol in sans serif typography allows a variety of 
faces. 'Monotype' Grotesque 215 is liked because of its 
relative weight and the Gill Sans Serif, of which certain letters 
have recently been recut for the German market, is often seen. 
Although Futura has held its primacy in the land of its origin , in 
France it has been denounced as "demode, froid , mecanique" , 
and it is banned in Switzerland by the Graphi ker. In Britain the 
advertising agencies, long loyal to Gill , are swinging in favour 
of series 215, influenced by Swiss advocacy of this design . It 
does not necessarily matter that the inspiration of the design 
should be of a bygone century, since the customer is seldom 
acquainted with the history of letterforms. What he does know , 
if unconsciously , is that sans serif is the modern , progressive 
letter. The philosophy of "unsere Zeit" is fundamental to the 
use of letters without serifs. 

We see the unseriffed letter on the hoardings that line our 
roads, on labels and containers of every kind, and on street 
signs and shop fronts - and nowhere more than in Zurich, the 
bastion of the Graphiker. It is unlikely that for these purposes 
there will be any quick reversion to the seriffed letter. Indeed, 
the reverse is probable for during the last decade American 
theories of advertis ing have been crystallized into a science . 
The transatlantic economy requires that goods should be 
scrapped and replaced at short intervals: the manufacturer 
cannot wait until the model is worn out. The consumer must 
therefo re be convinced by advertising of the "psychological 
obsolescence " - as it is there termed - of what he owns ; and 
in such advertising a letterform that to the customer is " unsere 
Zeit" has an obvious role. 

The Future 
What is needed is an unseriffed design as radically new 
today as Kabel and Futura were in 1927-8 . The solution may 
be found in Univers. Its designer , Adrian Frutiger , is Swiss by 
birth and is familiar with the expert , unforced pattern-making 
in which Switzerland now leads western advertising. Univers 
escapes the charges of individualism that the Gill design and 
its contemporaries have incurred in Zurich and Basie. The 
range of sizes within the various weights , the, as it were, 
vertical range, will allow the maximum permutations within the 
rigid laws that the Swiss apply to asymmetrical layouts . 

Univers has come, however, from a designer who has lived 
abroad, who is familiar with the history of letterform and who 
can use, and indeed create, a seriffed face. Univers is probably 
as legible as any unseriffed face can be. The horizontal range of 
Univers , the range of weight and width , will be appreciated in 

countries where the effect of contrast is valued . Univers should 
be welcomed by all those printers and designers who, because 
of Graphiker protocol, the demands of customers , or the desire 
for modernism must use an unseriffed letter . 

A diagrammatical plan of the different weights and widths of Univers 

This should not mean th at sans serif is due to conquer those 
branches of the printing trade traditionally loyal to serifs : books 
and newspapers. Although a privately printed limited edition 
set in Univers was selected as one of Germany 's 50 Best Books 
of 1959 , the lines were heavily leaded, the size of type was 
large. The future of sans serif in extended text matter is not rosy. 
The British psychologist, Sir Cyril Burt, recently recalled and 
reaffirmed that "for word recognition , a sans serif type face was 
the worst of all". Independent investigations in the U.S.A. 
support the result of British experiments. 

The virtues of unseriffed letters were recognized in the nine 
teenth century . They have indisputable uses in display ; they 
provide an effective bold; they have merits for stereotyping ; 
and the numerals, being lining, can claim a high legibility. The 
nineteenth-century practice was to use these letters in com
bination with other designs. And it is not impossible that we 
shall one day agree that the nineteenth century was right in 
theory although practice was undisciplined . 

The undoubted value of sans serif in jobbing has been 
obscured by German mysticism and the influence of the 
Bauhaus . Sans serif was not invented by Erbar and Renner and 
Koch, and their designs now appear as only a phase : they are 
"dated". The theories of functionalism that are still being 
worked out in architecture and furniture design do not apply to 
letterform; indeed, since the function of letters is to be read, 
whatever diminishes legibility is reactionary and perverse. Nor 
is sans serif type design so modern as ferro-concrete and 
tubular steel. It is older than the antimacassar. It is coeval with 
steam printing and the Battle of Waterloo. 
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